The current version of the Concept Generator, an automated mathematically-based design tool, is studied in an effort to validate its general approach and establish research goals for further development. As part of the study, four undergraduate engineering researchers from the University of Missouri-Rolla and University of Texas at Austin execute a qualitative study of the software's effectiveness at producing useful design solutions. The students engage in several activities designed to test the capabilities of this early version of the software. A report of their results and analyses identifies the benefits and disadvantages of the software (and underlying method) as viewed at this stage of development. Furthermore, the design solution data collected by the undergraduate researchers is analyzed more quantitatively during a post-study investigation. Both the qualitative and quantitative studies indicate that the Concept Generator is a promising first step toward the creation of an effective design tool for the conceptual phase of design. Furthermore, the student reports on their hands-on experiences with the software identify strengths and weaknesses of this early version of the Concept Generator and help establish many avenues for further development of the design tool.
INTRODUCTION
The creative nature of design generation demands skills from a designer that must be developed and refined through practice. Advancement in technology is usually made by building on previous experiences and learning from past successes and failures. However, this knowledge transfer in the broad field of product design is often difficult to accomplish. Often, few records are kept cataloging a designer's rationale during the decision making processes that lead to the embodiment of a successful design solution. Additionally, although many successful designs are easily identifiable, often it is unclear why or how that success materialized without prior experience dissecting or designing a similar product. Research has shown that successful component configurations, observed from existing products, can readily be dissected and stored for reuse [1, 2] .
Even if experience in the form of design knowledge may be accessible, both the experienced and inexperienced designer may feel compelled to select a concept to embody based on instinct or, perhaps, a subconscious desire to pursue an initial 'gut feeling.' So, the challenge in creating useful design tools becomes finding innovative ways to guide an engineer toward the best solution(s) by building on existing design experience while simultaneously discouraging tendencies to make choices or evaluations based on hunches or biased methods. This challenge is made especially difficult when encouraging young engineers-in-training to engage in specific design methods designed to enhance creativity and draw upon design knowledge external to them.
Designers traditionally have a limited number of options available to them for generating multiple feasible design solutions to evaluate. Available options may include drawing on personal experiences or the experiences of coworkers, utilizing patent searches to find other approaches or similar designs, and reverse engineering existing products to evaluate how either the current design or a redesign could be used to meet the design goals. All of these methods are potentially limited or biased by a designer's experiences. In addition, patent searches and reverse engineering are potentially time intensive, laborious tasks and may not catch solutions that seem unrelated but are, in fact, analogous.
Structured design methods, such as those presented in the textbooks of Pahl and Beitz [3] and Otto and Wood [4] , take a designer through a specific set of steps designed to help dissect a design problem and build conceptual solutions based on the functionality that a product needs to exhibit. Functional modeling methods abstract the functionality a solution is required to fulfill, ideally removing designer bias toward considering specific embodiments too early in the design process. This act of abstraction is thought to help a designer generate more creative and complete conceptual solutions and balance design choices between different components with the same functionality.
The Concept Generator [5, 6] evaluated during the experimental activities presented in this paper relies on user-input generated from these function-based methods to automatically produce a ranked list of feasible conceptual designs built from existing design knowledge [1, 2] from over 70 consumer products. The Concept Generator, presented in Section 3d, uses a matrix-based algorithm to create chains of design solutions for a product design from a given chain of sub-functions using knowledge extracted from the design repository [5] . The algorithm starts with a high level functional description of a product and uses component functionality along with component compatibility to create, filter, and rank concept variants [7, 8] . The work presented here describes a qualitative study executed by four undergraduate engineering researchers from the University of Missouri-Rolla and University of Texas at Austin designed to begin evaluating the effectiveness of the alpha version of the Concept Generator at producing useful design solutions. The students engaged in several activities designed to test the capabilities of this early version of the software. The students then reported on the results of their analyses and described the benefits and disadvantages of the software as they viewed it at this stage of development. In addition, the data collected by the undergraduate researchers was analyzed more quantitatively during a separate post-study investigation. Both the results from the quantitative study and the student experiences were used to identify avenues for further development of the Concept Generator design tool.
REVIEW OF RELATED WORK
The fuzzy front end of the conceptual design process has seen few attempts at automation, perhaps due in part to the evolving strategies and methodologies that exist for this phase of design. Many noncomputational methods exist (e.g. techniques designed to stimulate creative solutions [9, 10] ) but do not employ any automated tools to help guide a designer. Furthermore, redesign tools (e.g. QFD [11] and LCA [12] ) may prove initially confusing to an inexperienced designer. Computational tools that support the conceptual stage of design do exist, but often these tools address areas that support initial requirements gathering (e.g. organizational tools such as the TikiWiki project [13] ), but do not directly address the generation of design solutions from existing design knowledge.
Conventional CAD programs are not designed to foster interactivity and creativity during the early stages of design [14] , and suitable computational tools that support the fuzzy leading edge of the conceptual phase are still relatively young and underdeveloped. One area of research explores the development of computer tools that enable 2D designer sketches to be quickly transformed into 3D parameterized models, which can then be evaluated for the given design problem. Hearst, et al. [15] state that computerized sketching research seeks to create an environment that encourages collaboration and modification in contrast to current computer interfaces that feel too formal and precise to stimulate creativity. However, computerized sketching tools (e.g. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ), although potentially useful, seem geared more toward capturing a designer's ideas for further development early in the design process and do not seem to address the origination of the ideas to sketch. Other computer-aided conceptual design tools apply functionbased associations to graphically describe the elements of a mechanical assembly [21] [22] [23] . Often, though, function and flow semantics are only assigned to a conceptual design after the structure has been chosen for manipulation by the software, thus diluting any benefits that may be gained by first abstracting a problem (e.g. the MUG research platform [24] ). The Concept Generator investigated builds concepts directly from functional specifications derived for a product to be (re)designed and is intended to be part of a structured design process.
Many systematic approaches have emerged to help guide designers during the conceptual stage of design [3, 4, 25] . In particular, the systematic approach of Pahl and Beitz [3] and Hubka and Ernst Eder [26] , representing European schools of design, has spawned variant methodologies in American design literature [25, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . During the early stages of the design process, designers tend to focus more on loose representations of conceptual ideas, such as sketches and short descriptions, in order to begin to define a design solution. Ivashok [34] discusses the resistance designers seem to have toward applying systematic methods to generate initial design solutions and states that designers tend to quickly descend on potential solutions as a means to further define and understand a design problem. Despite the tendency of designers to be resistant in employing rigid methods early in the design process [35] , evidence also supports the idea that structured approaches can be helpful to students and demonstrates a positive correlation with both the quantity and quality of student designs [36] . Yang [37] concludes that, in the context of student design teams, it is both important to generate and solidify a large number of ideas as well as begin prototyping a design early in the design process, notions which the Concept Generator supports. The Concept Generator allows for the quick development of conceptual ideas and for significantly different concepts to be explored through sketching, since it utilizes a component classification scheme rather than specific component names to return results. In addition, the wide array of results returned by the Concept Generator supports creativity and design research, which indicates that conceptual design activities should contain both divergent and convergent steps [35, [38] [39] [40] ]. Anderson's [41] research indicates that while experienced designers tend to approach a design problem broadly at first, inexperienced designers explore solutions using a depth-first approach. From this perspective, the Concept Generator encourages novice designers to investigate a broad range of solutions, as a more experienced designer may be inclined to do.
As with any tool, a computerized design tool must either be intuitive enough to use that a designer can naturally incorporate it into the design process, or the benefits of using the software must be great enough to justify scaling a learning curve to reap the advantage. As Snowden [42] states, "...technology [is] a tool: If you pick it up and it fits in the hand, then it's useful. If you have to bio-reengineer your hand to fit your tool, it's a waste of time."
With these notions in mind, the purpose of the Concept Generator design tool is to spark (viable) ideas early in the design process. The goal of the the Concept Generator is to quickly give a designer a set of potential solutions that may be then used to help explore the design problem. The returned solutions are also meant to help divert a designer's energy away from "reinventing the wheel" and guide it toward more productive activities by showing existing design knowledge and creating "jumping off" points for further idea development by traditional sketching and brainstorming methods. To this end, as with all useful computer applications, the Concept Generator must be imple-mented such that, from a designer's perspective, the tool does not hinder the design process. The research presented here was performed to help guide the development of the Concept Generator into a useful computational conceptual design tool. The next section gives an overview of the design tools used during the structured function-based design process that the Concept Generator supports.
REVIEW OF DESIGN TOOLS USED DURING CON-CEPT GENERATION
The following sections describe the design tools used to automate the concept generation phase of the design process. First, the Functional Basis is presented as the means of both capturing the design knowledge and representing the conceptual design input required by the computational scheme. Second, the web-based design repository used to store the design knowledge is described. Next, a recently updated function-based classification system for component naming is described. Finally, the Concept Generator software and the underlying algorithm analyzed by the undergraduate researchers during the concept generation activities are briefly introduced.
a. Functional Basis of Design
The Functional Basis is a set of function and flow terms combined to form a sub-function description (in verb-object format.) Shown in Tables 1 and 2 , the hierarchically arranged Basis terms, which are intended to span the entire mechanical design space without repetition, are utilized during the generation of a black box model and functional model in order to encapsulate the actual or desired functionality of a product. In this approach, the designer follows a rigorous set of steps to define a new or redesigned product's functionality prior to exploring specific solutions for the design problem [43] . The black box model is constructed based on the overall product function and includes the various energy, material, and signal flows involved in the global functioning of the product. The detailed functional model is then derived from sub-functions that operate on the flows listed in the black box model. This approach leads to the formation of functional models with enhanced repeatability between designers [44] . To briefly illustrate this technique, the functional model of an insulating cup is shown in Figure 1 .
Functional models for any product can be generated using this technique. Repeatability, ease in storing and sharing design information, and increased scope in the search for solutions are some of the advantages these functional models exhibit [43] . Functional models reveal functional and flow dependencies and are used to capture design knowledge from existing products for inclusion in the web-based design repository described in the following section [1] . Functional representations also increase the clarity of a design problem and the tracking of input and output flows [3] .
b. Design Repository
Over the course of several years, a web-based repository to store design knowledge has been developed and refined at the University of Missouri -Rolla and in collaboration with the University of Texas at Austin, Pennsylvania State University, Bucknell University, and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University [2] . This repository, which includes descriptive product information such as functionality, component physical parameters, manufacturing processes, failure, and component connectivity, now contains detailed design knowledge on over 70 consumer products. The knowledge contained in the repository is steadily expanding and benefits from a broad base of consumer products. Design tools like function-component matrices (FCMs) and design structure matrices (DSMs) can be readily generated from single or multiple products and used in a variety of ways to enhance the design process [1, 2] .
c. Component Classifications
The design tools generated from the design repository have recently been enhanced by incorporating a revamped component naming taxonomy to classify product artifacts [45] . Each artifact is classified under a specific component name according to a distinct functionbased definition, as illustrated in an excerpt from the naming dictionary shown in Table 3 .
For example, separate artifacts under different products may be named "motor 1", "shaded pole induction motor", or "dc motor". Using the updated component naming scheme, each of the of these artifacts would be identified as similar and tagged as an "electric motor". Using this taxonomy allows for well-defined function-based groupings of artifacts to be used in the creation of FCMs and DSMs, helping to maintain matrices of manageable size and eliminating artifact redundancies that may not be immediately evident due to variations in userdependent artifact naming. By eliminating these redundancies, a larger variety of unique and more abstract concept variants can be quickly generated and evaluated using the matrix-based design tools. After concept variants are selected using the general component terms, individual artifacts classified under the chosen names can then be inspected to spur more specific concept variant ideas. For example, if a returned concept variant included an "electric motor", the repository could be accessed to provide the designer with the specific examples "motor 1," "shaded pole induction motor," or "dc motor". 
d. Concept Generator Algorithm
Utilizing the tools described in Sections 3a-3c, a matrix-based algorithm was developed to create chains of design solutions for a product design from a given chain of sub-functions using knowledge extracted from the design repository [5] . The Concept Generator algorithm accepts a user-input high level functional description of a product, expressed in the Functional Basis, and uses component functionality along with component compatibility to generate, filter, and rank concept variants [7, 8] . The algorithm utilizes the function-component relationships and the component-component compatibility contained in the function-component matrix (FCM) and the design structure matrix (DSM) generated by the web-based repository of existing consumer products [7, 29] . In addition, product descriptions stored in the database allow access to information such as historical occurrence and failure mode, which could be used to help limit and rank design solutions. The following steps outline the general procedure the algorithm uses to translate a function chain into multiple chains of feasible component solutions.
Step 1: Generate a Conceptual Functional Model
The scheme begins with the functional model for either a new or redesigned product to be developed. Using the Functional Basis technique presented in Section 3a, information from a graphical block diagram similar to the one shown in Figure 1 is used to seed the concept generation. The block diagram is translated into a matrix form that describes the adjacency between functions in the chain.
Step 2: Define Function-Component Relationships Using Existing Design Knowledge
The next step utilizes the design knowledge gathered from existing consumer products to define relationships between a component and the functions that it solves. Reverse engineering techniques are applied to existing consumer products, and information extracted from each product's bill of materials and functional model is stored in the web-based design repository described in Section 3b. Information describing the functionality of each component is stored in the online database, and function-component matrices (FCM) for individual products or specified groups of products can easily be generated from the stored information. Non-zero cell entries in the FCM indicate that the component from the column containing the cell can solve the function from the row containing the cell.
Step 3: Compute the Set of Conceptual Variants that Solve the Function Model
Step 3 utilizes the information from Step 1 and Step 2 to create an unfiltered set of design solutions. Computationally, if the transpose of the row vector from the FCM that corresponds to each of the functions from the flow chain in Step 1 is matrix multiplied by the row vector from the FCM that corresponds to the forward connected function, a component-component matrix will be generated for each function connection in the flow chain. Non-zero cells within these newly created component-component matrices represent all theoretically possible component combinations that will solve each pairing of connected functions in the flow chain. If these component-component matrices are then placed into the adjacency matrix cells from Step 1, component paths can be traced through the aggregated matrix to generate chains of component solutions. Tracing every possible "path" of connections will give a list of all theoretically possible component chain variations that solve the function chain presented in Step 1.
Step 4: Define Component-Component Compatibility Using Existing Design Knowledge
The next step uses additional design knowledge gathered from the design repository to define the compatibility between components in the examined products. As each product is reverse engineered, information regarding the connection between components is extracted from assembly models [46] and stored for reuse. Componentcomponent compatibility matrices for individual or specified groups of products can easily be generated from the repository information. Nonzero cell entries in the component-component matrix (frequently called a design-structure matrix or DSM) indicate that the component from the column containing the cell has been directly connected to the component from the row containing the cell in an existing product.
Step 5: Filter Set of Conceptual Variants Using Component Compatibility Knowledge
Step 5 uses the component compatibility information contained in the DSM to prune the tree of design solutions computed in Step 3. Component connections in each solution chain are checked for known compatibility using the stored connection information from Step 4. This is achieved by multiplying each cell of the DSM with the corresponding cell in each of the function pair component-component matrices generated in Step 3. This overlaying of the DSM on each matrix created in Step 3 (via cell multiplication) has the effect of removing any of the possible component connections that do not appear in the repository database. This technique uses the "experience" contained in the repository to filter out potentially inadequate concept variants and reduce the set of possible concept variants down to a more manageable size. After the matrices are filtered, we can once again trace every "path" of possible components to generate a list of feasible component chains that solve the function chain from Step 1.
Finally, cell entries in filtered matrices calculated in Step 5 may be used to rank the design solutions and bubble the most promising solutions to the top of the list based on a designer's specified needs. For instance, various measures of design needs (e.g. manufacturability, recyclability, failure etc.) entered as the non-zero FCM and/or DSM entries can be used to rank and sort the resulting conceptual design solutions generated by this method. Once the set of filtered concept variants has been computed and ranked, a designer is then free to sift through the generated concept variants and evaluate the application of each to the design situation at hand.
In summary, this algorithm is a method to quickly produce and sort a set of conceptual designs for a new or redesigned product. Functions comprising a proposed product's functional model are mapped to lists of components that are capable of solving each function. The tree of possible component chains is then pruned by eliminating infeasible component connections according to historical component compatibility. This filtered set of component chains is then ranked and presented to the design engineer for further analysis.
e. Concept Generator Software
Using the algorithm described in Section 3d, a Java-based program was created to automatically produce a ranked list of concept variants for a user-input functional model chain [6] . The user interface, shown in Figure 2a , firsts prompts the user for the location of the function-component matrix (FCM) and design structure matrix (DSM) data files generated from the web-based design repository from which the new concepts will be created. Within the repository, the FCM and DSM design tools permit the user to select any subset of products from the repository from which to generate these matrices, allowing the designer to select which group of products from which to build new concepts.
Next, the user enters the number of subfunctions comprising the flow chain input. At this stage of development, the Concept Generator software limits flow chain entries to a single non-branching flow, requiring the user to break a full functional model up into individual chains prior to entry into the software. This restriction was implemented so that the algorithm could be developed and tested prior to dedicating a significant amount of time towards the development of a sophisticated GUI. The user then selects the number of sub-functions in each flow chain and proceeds to enter the input and output flows and sub-functions for the individual chain. At this point, concepts can be generated and ranked for each flow chain by selecting the "Go!" button. The number of components displayed for each concept variant can be minimized by selecting the "Combine repeated components" checkbox. Under the pretense that a single component has the potential to solve multiple adjacent functions, selecting this option instructs the program to search for repeating series of components in the concept variant chain and collapse them down to a single instance for display.
The option to "Include incomplete solutions" in the ranked returned concepts is also available. This allows the user to decide whether to display concept variant chains that may be incomplete (i. Figure 2b . It is important to note that the Concept Generator employs a rudimentary method of ranking solutions at this point, and further research needs to be done before a more sophisticated and flexible sorting method could be implemented.
By using the automatically generated solutions as a point of departure for other non-computational creative techniques, e.g. brainstorming, the conceptual design variants returned by the Concept Generator can be further developed and/or modified by the designer to satisfy the design requirements.
ACTIVITIES
To qualitatively evaluate the practicality of using the Concept Generator to produce conceptual design variants early in the design process, four undergraduate researchers from the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Missouri-Rolla were directed to complete several different activities. In the first activity, the results of which have previously been published in detail [47] , the students were instructed to qualitatively compare manually generated concepts against automatically generated design solutions produced using the Concept Generator for three original design scenarios. The data collected by the students during this methodological comparison were later studied quantitatively, and the results can be found in Section 5. Further activities investigated the robustness of solutions returned by the Concept Generator against variations in the functional modeling chains used to seed the generation of concepts, including permutations and omissions of sub-functions. The following sections describe, in detail, both the quantitative comparison of the student-derived design solutions to the solutions automatically generated by the Concept Generator as well as the robustness studies that the undergraduate researchers engaged in during their activities.
a. Methodological Comparison
To evaluate the validity of the design solutions returned by the Concept Generator, the undergraduate researchers first investigated how the automatically produced concept variants compared to concepts that they had generated manually using a morphological matrix approach. In order to do this, the students looked at two types of design scenarios: one investigating concepts produced for an original design, and one investigating concepts produced during a product redesign. The students were instructed to complete the manual concept generation activities for each design scenario prior to exploring any results generated by the Concept Generator software to avoid any unintentional biasing of results.
For the methodological comparison, students generated design solutions for each of the original design problems described below. • Hot or cold thermal mug: This original design entailed creating a thermal mug to be used either to keep a hot beverage hot or a cold beverage cold. The idea was to create a thermal mug that is superior to ones currently on the market that rely solely on insulating techniques to achieve thermal isolation. In other words, concepts needed to be generated that not only attempted to inhibit the transfer of heat, but also had the ability to add or remove heat to the beverage.
• Human powered power supply: For this original design, the students were instructed to design a human-powered power supply that could reasonably supply enough electricity consistently to power an audio-visual device or that could be used to recharge batteries.
• Wall climbing toy: In this original design scenario, a company has begun marketing a wall coating that contains ferrous micro-metal chips. This coating is "attractive" to magnetic devices and walls coated with this product "look" metallic. One potential marketing ploy for the company to increase sales of its coating product is to sell a toy that would operate on the vertical space of the walls (or even the ceiling). Thus, the undergraduate researchers were instructed to generate concepts for toy products that utilize walls covered with the coating as their play space. Since there are numerous types of potential toys for this new application, this call for products is fairly open ended. Broad requirements for the students to exhibit in their design included the ability to direct the toy accurately to specific points on the wall, remain stationary while on the wall, be marketable to a broad customer segment, be lightweight, have a long-lasting power source, and be inexpensive and easy to set up.
Figure 3:
The students used the steps illustrated above to generate functional models for each product design scenario from the customer needs they established through customer interviews.
For the original design scenarios, the undergraduate researchers began by producing functional models for each product from customer needs (established from customer interviews) using the design steps shown in Figure 3 . Once a functional model was generated, the students generated partial solutions for each product using a morphological matrix. Finally, the students assembled several complete solutions for each design from the corresponding morphological matrix, and produced design variant sketches as well as lists of components comprising each of their designs. To avoid pollenating the manually generated morphological matrices with ideas from the design repository, the undergraduate researchers completed all concept generation tasks for the original and redesign scenarios before moving on to generate designs solutions using the Concept Generator software. The final step of the methodological comparison was to generate conceptual variants for each design using the Concept Generator software. Since the software user input is limited at this time, functional models had to first be separated into sequential (non-parallel) chains, with instructions given to the undergraduate researchers to experiment with how they chose to dissect the functional models for entry into the program. The students were instructed to compare the results generated by the software with those they had generated manually and make notes of any thoughts they had on the results produced for the chains they had entered. All design solution chains generated via the software were saved to text files that included the input function chain that was used to generate that set of concept variants.
As an extension to the methodological comparison study performed by the undergraduate researchers, the original design solutions generated by the students were later compared quantitatively to those generated by the Concept Generator from the design repository knowledge. Since the complete set of student design solutions was contained in a morphological matrix while the complete set of solutions produced by the Concept Generator consisted of lists of compatible solutions, making direct comparisons of the solutions was difficult to achieve. In order to make more quantitative comparisons, the design solutions generated by the students were translated into lists of compatible solution chains that could more easily be compared to those generated by the Concept Generator from the repository data, see Figure 4 . Additionally, the results returned by the Concept Generator were separated out into morphological matrices that could more directly be compared to the morphological matrices manually generated by the students, also shown in Figure 4 .
The lists of student generated compatible solution chains were created by first manually translating each morphological matrix generated by the students into a function-component matrix (FCM) for each product. Next, a design structure matrix (DSM) was generated by inspection for each product. In other words, the DSM cell entries defining solution compatibility were manually entered for each design solution combination, e.g. a "battery" can be connected to a "wire" so a "1" would be placed in the corresponding DSM cell to indicate compatibility. Conversely, a "bubble" is unlikely to be connected to a "levee" so a "0" would be placed in the corresponding DSM cell to indicate incompatibility. The manually constructed FCM and DSM for each product were then used in the Concept Generator to seed the solutions produced for an entered function chain. This, in effect, produced a list of design solution chains with incompatible solutions filtered out. The Concept Generator derived morphological matrices were produced by dissociating each component solution from the chain of compatible components and recording the unique solutions produced for each function entered.
Finally, the student derived morphological matrices were classified using the component naming taxonomy where applicable, in order to help facilitate comparisons with the Concept Generator design solutions. This translation also helped identify and combine similar design solutions generated by the students, e.g. under the component naming scheme a "soda container" a "coffee pot" and a "water tank" would be classified as different instantiations of a "reservoir". Grouping the student solutions under the component naming taxonomy had the effect of grouping similar solutions and identifying ideas generated by the students that either need a classification under the component basis (e.g. electric generator) or were outside the black box boundary of the design scenario (e.g. fountain machine). After the terms were translated into the Component Basis, new morphological matrices, FCMs, DSMs, and sets of compatible solution chains were generated for comparison.
b. Returned Results Robustness Investigation
The undergraduate researchers next investigated the effect of how various permutations in the user-input function chain impacted the conceptual component chains returned by the Concept Generator software. Figure 5 gives an illustration of how a sample chain of functions might be permuted for investigation in this activity. To complete this task, the students extracted function chains from functional models they had generated for products dissected during an earlier activity. The undergraduate researchers next determined permutations in function adjacency that would still satisfy the functional requirements of the product and entered each permutation into the Concept Generator software. Again, the students were instructed to make notes of any thoughts they had on the results produced for the chains they had entered. All design solution chains generated via the software were saved to text files that included the input function chain that was used to generate that set of concept variants.
c. Functional Model Variation Effects
The final activity focused on investigating the effect that variations in functional modeling generation might have on the results returned by the Concept Generator software. This activity coupled with the robustness investigation described in Section 4b seeks to explore how dissimilarities in functional models produced by different designers might impact the solutions produced by the Concept Generator software. In particular, in this activity, the students looked at how the insertion or deletion of "minor" or "assumed" functionality impacted the results generated. For instance, one person may produce the conceptual functional model shown in Figure 6a , whereas another person may include more specific functionality that deals with the "transition" from one critical function to the next, such as the specific transfer of energy, as shown in Figure 6b . The undergraduate researchers were instructed to think about which functions might be considered to have "assumed" or "minor" functionality by a designer. Next, the students extracted function chains from the functional models generated for 7 Copyright © 2006 by ASME previously dissected products and for the original/redesign activity presented in Section 4a that either already had or could include these "minor" functions. Finally, the undergraduate researchers compared the concepts produced by the software for chains with and without the "minor" functions included. As in the previously described activities, the students were instructed to make notes of any thoughts they had on the results produced for the chains they had entered, and all design solution chains generated via the software were saved to text files that included the input function chain used to generate that set of concept variants.
RESULTS
The following sections present the results from the postinvestigation quantitative study of the methodological comparison as well as the results from the robustness and variation study activities described in Section 4b and 4c. Results from the undergraduate researchers' evaluation activities indicated that manually generated concepts were completely encapsulated in the the concept variant results returned by the software for the investigated design scenarios. In addition, with a few notable exceptions, the Concept Generator consistently averaged a larger quantity of feasible solutions for each subfunction than those produced manually by the students. Furthermore, results from the software-generated conceptual designs for function chains varied by permutation or omission indicated that similar concepts were returned for seed function chains with minor variations.
a. Methodological Comparison
For the methodological comparisons, the undergraduate researchers compared the concepts returned by the Concept Generator against the complete concepts they had assembled from their morphological charts developed for the thermal mug, human-powered power supply, and wall-climbing toy original design scenarios. The functional models developed during the design process were divided into single nonbranching chains of functions entered the chains separately into the concept generator software. In the case of the thermal mug design, for instance, the full conceptual functional model was broken into 8 function chains. The lists of design solutions produced by the Concept Generator were saved as text files. Once the student generated design solutions had been combined into lists of feasible design solution chains and the software generated design solutions had been distilled into morphological matrices, numerous observations could be made regarding the quality and quantity of solutions produced by each method. Looking at the total number of distinct design solutions generated during the original design scenarios, on average, the Concept Generator produced more design solutions per subfunction than the students produced manually (6.85 vs. 2.45 as shown in Table 4 ). For all observations, a student generated partial design solution was considered unique if no other solution listed for the same subfunction was classified the same under the component naming scheme or if it did not fit any of the current component naming classifications. In other words, a design solution (e.g. an "electric wire") would be considered unique even if was listed as a solution to multiple subfunctions in the morphological matrix, e.g. an "electric wire" may be listed as a solution to both the subfunction "import electrical energy" and "transfer electrical energy". In this situation, the "electric wire" would be counted twice in a design solution count; once as a solution to "import electrical energy" and once as a solution to "transfer electrical energy".
Tables 5a-c give a more detailed breakdown of the number of solutions and feasible solution chains produced by each method for each specific original design scenario. Data within these tables are organized by the flow chains that were entered into the Concept Generator to produce corresponding chains of compatible partial solutions. From these tables, we can see that the average number of solutions produced per subfunction for nearly every flow is higher for the Concept Generator group vs. the student generated group of solutions. Correspondingly, the total number of compatible solutions produced by the Concept Generator from the repository of design knowledge is typically greater than those produced by the students, with a few notable exceptions. First, in Table 5a , we can see that no complete solutions were assembled by the Concept Generator for "Flow 1" in the human-powered power supply design scenario. This observation stems from the fact that, at this time, no component in the design repository solves the subfunction "convert mechanical energy to electrical energy". Similarly, in Table 5c , the lack of solutions for "Flow 2" in the wall climber toy design scenario results from the Concept Generator being unable to find a component solution to the subfunction "secure mechanical energy" that is historically compatible with the component found to solve the subfunctions "import mechanical energy" and "export mechanical energy". Additionally, for "Flow 3" in the same scenario, no complete solutions were returned (although the student derived solutions were manually found contained in the design repository) because the subfunctions generated by the students were slightly varied from the models used when the components were entered into the repository database.
Since quantity of results is not the only concern when evaluating the usability of a design tool in concept generation, a comparison of the type of solutions produced by the Concept Generator against those produced by the students was also made. Table 6 shows a summary of the number of overlapping design solutions seen in both the student generated and Concept Generator derived morphological matrices. For instance, if we look at the human-powered power supply data, of the 43 distinct solutions produced by the students, 19 matched with solutions produced by the Concept Generator, meaning 44.19% of the student generated solutions were contained in the automatically gener- ated solution set. Of the 24 remaining solutions produced by the students, 6 were not definable under the current version of the component naming scheme, including 3 solutions for the subfunction "convert mechanical energy to electrical energy," for which no solutions currently exist in the design repository. Other times, the student generated solutions that did not match with solutions from the Concept Generator and were not classifiable under the component naming taxonomy were either technically infeasible for the given design scenario, e.g. using a "bubble" to "store liquid material" or using a "levee" to "guide liquid material" for the thermal mug design, or too broad of an idea to be encapsulated by a single component in the design repository, e.g. using a "fountain machine" to "import liquid material". Inspection of the results returned by the Concept Generator that did not overlap with the results generated by the students showed an overwhelming majority of viable alternatives. Only a few instances of obvious incorrect matches were identified, and each were linked back to data entry mistakes that occurred while the repository was being populated with product information.
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Copyright © 2006 by ASME For the robustness evaluation activity, several function chains were selected from products previously dissected and analyzed by the undergraduate researchers, including a bug vacuum (a pest-removal device that utilizes a vacuum to trap bugs), an eyeglass cleaner, and a snow cone maker. Within the selected chains, components were swapped in a manner in which the chain still exhibited logical functionality. The original chain and the modified chain were then run through the Concept Generator software. An example of an original chain and its modified form from the bug vacuum is shown in Figure  7a . In each case, the top ranked conceptual solutions returned by each original chain input were also found highly ranked in the results returned by the modified chain input. Figure 7b shows the top 17 results for the original and modified chains in the bug vacuum example.
c. Functional Model Variation Effects
Next, to investigate the effect that function omission has on the results returned by the Concept Generator, several function chains were selected from the students' pool of existing functional models that included functions that may be implicit in a designer-produced functional model. All functions that might not be explicitly included were then removed from the function chain, as shown in an example taken from the bug vacuum in Figure 8a . The original and the modified function chains were both run through the Concept Generator. The undergraduate researchers found that, for the chains entered, the modified function chains returned the same basic results as the original function chains. In the bug vacuum example shown in Figure 8b , the modified chain still generates concepts with the same major components as the original despite the removed functions, In addition, the students remarked that the number of concepts generated for the modified chain is much smaller and more manageable than the one generated for the original chain (195 concepts vs. 43136 concepts in the bug vacuum example shown); a situation that is expected given the combinatorial characteristics of assembling chains of solutions from . Additionally, the modified chain returned only complete concepts (in the example shown in Figure 8 on the following page) while the original chain returned over 18,500 incomplete concepts.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a qualitative investigation performed by a group of four undergraduate researchers at the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Missouri-Rolla and a post-investigation quantitative analysis designed to evaluate an automated, mathematically-based Concept Generator. Created as a design tool to help designers generate a wide variety of feasible component configurations for a given functional model in a (re)design situation, the goal of the software is to utilize existing design knowledge to rapidly produce a large array of concepts early in the design process. Compared to traditional concept generation methods, the software produces a list of feasible conceptual designs quickly and does not require the effort of an entire team of designers. Overall, the analyses described here demonstrate that even this early version of the implemented Concept Generator algorithm holds promise as a useful design tool. The investigations presented in this paper have also identified many paths for further development of both the software implementation as well as the design tools used to support this automated method of concept generation, including the design repository and Component Basis. Some avenues of development for the Concept Generator software include enabling a user to submit a full functional model (with branching chains and multiple input and output flows) and establishing sophisticated ranking and filtering measurements to help identify the most eligible design solutions returned as output. Another potentially useful user-interface improvement that could be implemented would be to output the generated design solutions as a more interactive tool instead of listing the results in a ranked list of solution chains. An interactive morphological matrix style output, for instance, which contained compatibility information, could help a designer "tinker" with solution variations rather than presenting an overwhelming list of solutions that may contain groups of variants with only mild deviations from each other. Thus a designer
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Copyright © 2006 by ASME would be free to choose various configurations and get instant feedback on compatibility and ranking scores on a selected design, since metrics such as measures of failure, manufacturing and assembly costs, quality, recyclability, or some mathematical combination of similar design characteristics can be embedded in the seed FCM and DSM that seed the Concept Generator. In general, management of the design solutions, including developing useful ranking schemes and grouping similar solutions into sets, will be a key area of development, since this aspect of the software strongly influences a designer's perception of the software's usefulness.
Further areas of refinement include enhancing the robustness of the data entry procedure for populating the design repository. Since the validity of the results returned by the Concept Generator is closely tied to the validity of the knowledge stored in the repository, the quality of returned results is sensitive to the quality and correctness of design knowledge contained in the repository. For instance, during the quantitative study of the data from the methodological comparison reported in this paper, an error in data entered into the design repository was identified when the design solution of an "indicator light" turned up as a solution to the subfunction "convert electrical energy to mechanical energy." The entry error was identified as an incorrectly selected component classification term, but since this component was also compatible with the surrounding components via the identified component connections, it was not filtered out of the compatible solutions returned by the Concept Generator. An additional area of expansion would be the development of templates to help guide the construction of a conceptual functional model as well as templates to guide the data entry of component functional information into the repository. This may help match suitable design solutions with the desired functionality a designer defines and avoid null matches such as the one seen for "Flow 3" in the wall climbing toy original design scenario shown in Table 5c . In this situation, the students generated a solution of an "RF transmitter" as a design solution for the subfunction "convert control signal to electromagnetic energy." Although a suitable component exists in the repository, the Concept Generator was unable to produce it as a design solution since the functionality of the repository component was defined to be the more literal "convert electrical energy to electromagnetic energy." This failed match was not due to a data entry, but rather due to a disparity between the functional interpretation of the person who populated the repository with the component and the designer defining a conceptual product's desired functionality. Finally, a further area of development that may prove beneficial would be the exceedingly difficult task of developing and refining a suitable component naming taxonomy to support the Concept Generator algorithm. Although the current form of the component classification scheme has proven to be a useful tool, continued refinement of the taxonomy will help support automated concept generation. Much work remains to be done to refine the Concept Generator into a useful design tool, but, although basic in its current form, the software investigated seems a promising first step toward the development of a useful design tool for conceptual development.
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